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A B S T R A C T   

Boron often demonstrates low reactivity despite having high gravimetric and volumetric energy density. Here we 
explore a family of oxidizers with very similar chemistries to understand controlling mechanisms in boron 
ignition. Alkali metal perchlorates as well as iodates (LiClO4, NaClO4, KClO4, LiIO3, NaIO3 and KIO3) were 
investigated under rapid heating conditions (~105 K/s) by temperature-jump (T-Jump) ignition and time-of- 
flight mass spectrometry (TOFMS). T-Jump ignition tests in atmospheric pressure argon show that B/LiClO4, 
B/NaClO4, B/LiIO3, and B/NaIO3 ignite while B/KClO4 and B/KIO3 do not, despite the near identical chemistries. 
T-Jump TOFMS results demonstrate a dramatic increase of Cl and I containing species for Li and Na systems 
relative to K when B is added. Thermogravimetry/differential scanning calorimetry (TGA/DSC) analysis reveals 
that there is a temperature gap between melting and decomposition onset of LiClO4, NaClO4, LiIO3, and NaIO3, 
respectively, whereas KClO4 and KIO3 melt and decompose concurrently. We find that the larger interval be-
tween melting and decomposition renders more time for the oxidizer to melt and surround/wet the nanoscale B 
before decomposing, providing instant access to oxygen for B nanoparticles that results in vigorous ignition. This 
study of a set of equivalent oxidizers illustrates the important role of transport phenomena and physical prop-
erties have on ignition.   

1. Introduction 

Nanoscale particles including boron, aluminum, titanium, silicon, 
and zirconium have been the focus of research for energetic materials 
including propellants and pyrotechnics due to their potential as high 
energy density fuels [1–5]. Of these boron has always been ranked as the 
most attractive due to its very high gravimetric and volumetric energy 
content [6–8]. However it is well known that boron suffers from slow 
oxidation kinetics since its native oxide shell boron oxide (B2O3) has a 
low melting point (723 K) and a high boiling point (2130 K) [9], leading 
to a liquid barrier that retards the reactivity [6–8,10–13]. Another 
limiting factor is the lowered energy release from combustion of boron 
in hydrogen containing gases due to the thermodynamically favored 
formation of HOBO, which “traps” boron and prevents it from forming 
gaseous B2O3 and releasing all its potential energy [8,14]. To overcome 
the challenge from the low reactivity of boron, various approaches have 
been investigated, including washing to dissolve the oxide layer [15], 
using metal carbides for accelerating energy release [16], mixing boron 
with metal or metal hydride additives [17–24], decreasing the size of 

boron particles to the nanoscale [25,26], coating boron particles with 
oxidants, metal fluorides, organics or polymers [3,27–35]. In addition to 
modifying boron particles, other studies have investigated tuning the 
ignition and combustion performance of boron using different solid- 
state oxidizers including metal oxides [9,36], binary metal oxides 
[9,37], metal oxides with oxygen vacancy [38,39], mixture of graphene 
oxide and graphite fluoride [40], as well as gaseous fluorine-based ox-
idizers [8,41]. Alkali metal perchlorates are attractive oxidizers for 
boron because of their higher oxygen content compared to commonly 
utilized metal oxides. Moreover, B/MClO4 (M = Li, Na and K) reactions 
have much higher combustion enthalpies on both gravimetric and 
volumetric basis of boron than many common B/metal oxide systems 
(Fig. 1). Similarly, B with alkali metal iodates also have higher com-
bustion enthalpies compared to B with these common metal oxide sys-
tems. However, the ignition mechanism of boron with these metal 
perchlorates and iodates as oxidizers have not been widely explored 
[42]. 

This article systematically investigates the ignition mechanism of 
boron nanoparticles with alkali metal perchlorates (LiClO4, NaClO4, and 
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KClO4) and iodates (LiIO3, NaIO3, and KIO3). Temperature-jump igni-
tion (T-Jump ignition) tests and temperature-jump time of flight mass 
spectrometry (T-Jump/TOFMS) under rapid heating (~105 K/s) condi-
tions were utilized to analyze ignition and reaction characteristics. 
Thermal decomposition of alkali metal perchlorates and iodates under 
slow heating (10 K/min) conditions were conducted with thermogra-
vimetry–differential scanning calorimetry (TGA-DSC) to support the 
observations from T-Jump measurements. A mechanism explaining the 
observed ignition behavior difference among the B/MClO4 as well as B/ 
MIO3 (M = Li, Na, K) composites is proposed. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Materials/Sample preparation 

Nanoscale boron (≈100 nm, ~85% active) was purchased from US 
Research Nanomaterials, Inc. LiClO4 (99%), NaClO4 (>98.0%), KClO4 
(99%), NaIO3 (99%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. LiIO3 (97%) and 
KIO3 (≥98%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Millipore Sigma). 
µm-sized alkali metal perchlorates and iodates particles were synthe-
sized via an aerosol spray pyrolysis (ASP) approach [44,45]. Generally, 
1 g of as-purchased larger particles were dissolved into 100 mL of 
deionized water and the obtained solution was sprayed into small 
droplets with an atomizer that operated at ~ 35 psi using compressed 
air. The droplets passed through a silica-gel diffusion drier to remove 
water and sequentially passed through a tube furnace that operated at 
350 ◦C for LiClO4 and NaClO4, 150 ◦C for KClO4, LiIO3, NaIO3 and KIO3. 
The final product was collected on a filter paper. 

2.2. Characterization 

Particles sizes and morphologies of micron-sized alkali metal per-
chlorates and iodates particles from ASP were characterized by Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM, FEI NNS450) operating at 20 kV. Active 
content of B nanopowder was determined with thermogravimetry and 
differential scanning calorimetry (TGA − DSC) using a Netsch STA449 
F3 Jupiter thermal analyzer. Boron powder was loaded into an alumina 
crucible inside the instrument and heated to 1200 ◦C at a heating rate of 
10 K/min under an oxygen flow of 50 mL/min with an additional 
isotherm at 1200 ◦C for 2 h. TGA − DSC tests for thermal decomposition 
of synthesized alkali metal perchlorates and iodates particles from ASP 
were conducted using a SDT Q600 from TA Instruments. Generally, the 

powders were placed into alumina crucibles inside the instrument and 
heated to 600 or 700 ◦C under an argon flow of 100 mL/min. X-ray 
diffraction crystallography (XRD, PANanalytical Empyrean Series 2 
diffractometer) was used to characterize the alkali metal perchlorates 
and iodates particles from ASP with Cu Kα radiation. As shown in 
Figure S3, the alkali metal perchlorate particles synthesized from ASP 
were LiClO4⋅3H2O, a mixture of NaClO4⋅H2O and NaClO4, KClO4, 
respectively. H2O in LiClO4⋅3H2O was considered as an oxidizer for 
boron oxidation when calculating the equivalence ratio according to the 
following reaction equation (Equation (1)) due to its high content 
(≈34% of total mass) [6,7]. For simplicity, LiClO4⋅3H2O will be referred 
to as LiClO4. 

LiClO4⋅3H2O + 4B→B2O3 + 2HOBO + 2H2 + LiCl (1) 

H2O in the mixture of NaClO4⋅H2O and NaClO4 from ASP was not 
considered due to its low content (≈3% of the total mass), as shown in 
Fig. 4. Equation (2) was used when calculating the equivalence ratio for 
boron with NaClO4 and KClO4. 

3AClO4 + 8B = 4B2O3 + 3ACl (2)  

where A = Na and K. Two equivalence ratios mainly, Ф=1 and 1.5, were 
studied for the three boron/ alkali metal perchlorate systems. Higher 
equivalence ratios were also studied for B/LiClO4. 

XRD results showed the alkali metal iodate particles from ASP were 
LiIO3, a mixture of NaIO3⋅H2O and NaIO3, KIO3, respectively, as show in 
Figure S5. H2O in the mixture of NaIO3⋅H2O and NaIO3 was not 
considered for calculating the equivalence ratio due to the low content 
(<3%) (Fig. 6). Equation (3) was used to determine the equivalence ratio 
for boron and alkali metal iodates. 

MIO3 + 2B = B2O3 +MI (3)  

where M = Li, Na and K. One equivalence ratio, Ф=1.5, was studied for 
boron/alkali metal iodate systems. 

2.3. T-Jump Ignition and T-Jump/TOFMS 

The details of T-Jump ignition and T-Jump/TOFMS experiments and 
the operational settings can be found in previous publications from our 
group [44,46–49]. The composites were prepared by a physical mixing 
method. Generally, boron powder and corresponding amounts of oxi-
dizers synthesized from ASP were suspended in hexane in a vial. After 30 
mins of sonication, a small amount of the suspension was deposited on 
the Pt wire (diameter = 76 μm, 0.8–1.1 cm length, OMEGA Engineering 
Inc.) that was soldered between two copper leads of a T-Jump probe. 
The Pt wire was resistively heated by a direct current voltage supply that 
delivers a 3 ms pulsed square wave signal. Fast response thermometry of 
the Pt wire was acquired and temperature readings were obtained 
through the calibration relationship between the temperature of the Pt 
wire and its corresponding resistance from the Callendar-Van Dusen 
equation. The temperature of the thin coating on Pt wire was approxi-
mately the temperature of the wire. The measurements were repeated at 
least three times for one sample. 

For T-Jump/TOFMS, mass spectrometry was obtained by using a 
trigger signal that communicates wire heating and collection of mass 
spectra simultaneously. A 70 eV electron gun ionization source was used 
to ionize gas phase species produced by sample heating. A Teledyne 
LeCroy 600 MHz oscilloscope was utilized to collect the raw data of mass 
spectra, current and voltage readings over a 10 ms collection period with 
0.1 ms interval. For T-Jump ignition tests, the Pt wire was soldered on a 
different sample holder that is inserted into a chamber with inlets and 
outlets for flowing gases and vacuum, a pressure gauge as well as a glass 
window for imaging of the sample inside the chamber, as described with 
details in our previous studies [50,51]. The ignition delay time was 
determined from the video captured with high-speed camera (Vision 
Research Phantom V12.1). The ignition tests were conducted under 1 

Fig. 1. Combustion enthalpies of boron with different oxidizers (Ф=1) per g or 
cm3 of boron [43]. 
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Fig. 2. T-Jump ignition snapshots of B with LiClO4 (top left), NaClO4 (top middle), KClO4 (top right), LiIO3 (bottom left), NaIO3 (bottom middle) and KIO3 (bottom 
right) with peak flame size in 1 atm argon, Ф=1.5. The inserted time in every snapshot is the time after triggering. Note: B/perchlorate (top) snapshots have 
sensitivity of 1, B/iodate (bottom) snapshots have sensitivity of 16. 

Fig. 3. Mass spectrum of rapidly heated LiClO4 (bottom), NaClO4 (middle), and KClO4 (top) in (a), and the corresponding composites with B with Ф=1.5 in (b). The 
spectra are normalized to the corresponding metal ion, and most notable mass species are labeled. (c) the measured relative Cl release of B-XClO4 to the B-KClO4, 
where X = Li, Na. 
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atm argon. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Ignition under rapid heating rate (~105 K/s) 

Ignition studies of boron with alkali metal perchlorates and iodates 
were conducted in 1 atm argon. The representative snapshots of ignition 
with Ф=1.5 are shown in Fig. 2 and the progressions of ignition are 
shown in Figure S1 and S2. These results reveal that with Ф=1.5, B/ 
LiClO4 and B/NaClO4 ignite although B/NaClO4 has a less vigorous 
flame, while B/KClO4 barely ignites, even though some glowing parti-
cles are present. Similarly, B/LiIO3 and B/NaIO3 ignite while B/KIO3 
does not. This demonstrates a reactivity difference among these per-
chlorates as well as iodates acting as oxidizer for boron. We will explore 
the reasons for these differences in subsequent sections of this paper. 

Figure S1 shows that B/NaClO4 and B/KClO4 maintain their ignition 
behavior as equivalence ratio changes from 1 to 1.5, however, B/LiClO4 
does not ignite at equivalence ratio of 1 although it ignites vigorously at 
equivalence ratio of 1.5 and higher equivalence ratios (Figure S7). As 
mentioned previously, XRD results (Figure S3) show that the particles 
synthesized from ASP of LiClO4 is actually LiClO4⋅3H2O, and we were 
unable to prepare a stable anhydrous sample. Therefore, H2O is 

considered as an oxidizer in the equivalence ratio calculation as shown 
in Equation (1), although the exact reaction mechanism between B and 
H2O is not well understood [6–8,52–54]. The fact that B/LiClO4 only 
ignites when fuel-rich (ignition snapshots of Ф=2 and 3 are shown in 
Figure S7) suggests a different role of H2O than what is shown in 
Equation (1), but this is beyond the scope of this study. 

One may surmise the ignition difference simply arises from the 
thermochemical property difference. But as shown in Fig. 1, there is no 
significant difference in reaction enthalpies among B/perchlorates as 
well as in B/iodates. Therefore, the ignition behavior difference cannot 
be explained by the thermochemical property of the reactions. 

3.2. Reaction products under rapid heating rate (~105 K/s) 

T-Jump/TOFMS was utilized to analyze reaction intermediates and 
products of metal perchlorates as well as iodates with and without the 
presence of B under high heating rates (~105 K/s). The resulting mass 
spectra summed over a collection period time of 10 ms at a 0.1 ms in-
terval are displayed in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) as well as Fig. 4 (a) and (b). 

The bare metal perchlorates have similar decomposition patterns, 
releasing the corresponding metal (Li, Na, K), O2, as well as small 
amounts of Cl-containing species including Cl, ClO, ClO2 and Cl2. When 
B is introduced, the metal perchlorates behave differently, where the 

Fig. 4. Mass spectrum of rapidly heated LiIO3 (bottom), NaIO3 (middle), and KIO3 (top) in (a), and the corresponding composites with B with Ф=1.5 in (b). The 
spectra are normalized to the corresponding metal ion, and most notable mass species are labeled. (c) the measured relative Cl release difference between B-XClO4 
and XIO3 to the difference between B-KIO3 and KIO3, where X = Li, Na. 
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intensity of the Cl-containing species dramatically increases for LiClO4 
and NaClO4, however it only increases slightly for KClO4. Semi-
quantitative analysis of the release behavior of Cl, a representative of the 
Cl-containing species, was conducted by measuring its peak intensity 
(m/z = 35) of B-LiClO4 and B-NaClO4 upon release relative to B-KClO4 
over the 10 ms of collection time. The results displayed in Fig. 3 (c). 

A higher intensity of a particular species in the spectra indicates that 
the average release rate of that species over the collection period is 
higher. Fig. 3(c) clearly illuminates that the average rates of release of Cl 
from B/LiClO4 and B/NaClO4 reactions are much higher (~3X) 
compared to B/KClO4 reaction. During combustion, a higher energy 
release rate causes rapid increase in temperature, which in turn leads to 
an increase in the reaction rate. As shown in Fig. 2, B/LiClO4 and B/ 
NaClO4 ignite while B/KClO4 does not, indicating more energy is 
released from B/LiClO4 and B/NaClO4 than B/KClO4. For B/LiClO4 and 
B/NaClO4, the significant amount of energy released from the combus-
tion promotes the decomposition of LiClO4 and NaClO4, respectively. 
Therefore, much more Cl-containing species are released compared to 
B/KClO4 because decomposition of KClO4 is not enhanced. 

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) display the mass spectra of bare metal iodates and 
B/iodate composites upon rapid heating. The bare metal iodates share 
the same decomposition behavior, where they mainly release corre-
sponding metal, O2, I2, I and I2, and the intensity of I-containing species 
from LiIO3 is much higher than NaIO3 and KIO3, as shown in Fig. 4. 
Intensity of I-containing species increases for all three iodates when B is 
introduced, however, the extent of the increase is different. Semi-
quantitative analysis displayed in Fig. 4 (c) shows that the increase of I 
release from LiIO3 and NaIO3 is more significant than that of KIO3 when 
B is added (>2X). As discussed above, a more significant increase in 
intensity of the species from decomposition of the oxidizer indicates 
more energy is released from the combustion reaction. Therefore, the 
mass spectra result suggests B/LiIO3 and B/NaIO3 release more energy 
than B/KIO3. This is consistent with the ignition test results, where B/ 
LiIO3 and B/NaIO3 ignite while B/KIO3 does not in 1 atm argon. 

3.3. Thermal behavior under slow heating rate (10 K/min) 

This still leaves on the question as to why KClO4 and KIO3 behave 
differently compared to their Li and Na counterparts in boron ignition. 
To explore this difference, thermolysis of the metal perchlorates and 
iodates were carried out with slow heating rate (10 K/min) 
thermogravimetric-differential scanning calorimetry (TGA-DSC) in an 
argon environment. The results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

LiClO4 shows previously documented multiple-stepped mass loss 
that results from dehydration up to 150 ◦C, a melting endotherm at 
248 ◦C and exothermic decomposition onset at 473 ◦C [55,56]. NaClO4 
shows an endotherm at 306 ◦C that corresponds to a phase transition 
from orthorhombic to cubic, a melting endotherm at 467 ◦C, followed by 
an exothermic decomposition onset at 542 ◦C [57,58]. Similarly, KClO4 
demonstrates a phase change from rhombic to cubic at 302 ◦C, a melting 
process at 610 ◦C and a decomposition onset at 610 ◦C [59]. One think 
that became clear from these results is that there is a temperature gap 
between the melting and decomposition temperature which we have 
shown as the shaded area. As the shaded areas indicate, the temperature 
intervals between melting and decomposition onset are ~225 ◦C, 
~75 ◦C and ~0 ◦C for LiClO4, NaClO4 and KClO4, respectively. We 
believe it is this temperature gap that provides a key to understanding 
our observations. 

Thermolysis results of iodates further support this hypothesis. Io-
dates demonstrate similar decomposition behaviors to perchlorates, 
where LiIO3 and NaIO3 decompose about 95 ◦C and 80 ◦C above the 
melting point, respectively, while KIO3 melts and decomposes at about 
the same temperature, as shown in Fig. 6 [60]. From the proposed hy-
pothesis, as the intervals between melting and decomposition of LiIO3 
and NaIO3 are much larger than that of KIO3, it is expected B/LiIO3 and 
B/NaIO3 to have more violent ignition than B/KIO3. T-Jump ignition test 

Fig. 5. TGA-DSC of LiClO4 (top), NaClO4 (middle) and KClO4 (bottom) under 
argon environment. ● indicates phase transition and Δ indicates melting. The 
orange area indicates the temperature range from melting to decomposi-
tion onset. 

Fig. 6. TGA/DSC of LiIO3 (top), NaIO3 (middle) and KIO3 (bottom) under 
argon environment. Δ indicates melting. The orange area indicates the tem-
perature range from melting to decomposition onset. 
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result matches this expectation and validates the hypothesis (Fig. 2). 

3.4. Proposed mechanism 

As a general rule, all things being equal, one should expect that the 
more mobile the reactants, the more facile should be the chemistry, 
assuming all other variables are invariant. As such one might expect 
then that a reactant that releases an oxidizer fragment would most 
efficiently react with fuel if it is in intimate contact prior to release of the 
oxidant. In particular we see from Fig. 5 that LiClO4 particles melt well 
before decomposing, and thus one might expect wetting of the B nano-
particles to occur before LiClO4 decomposes. Therefore, B nanoparticles 
have a more facile access to oxidant upon LiClO4 decomposition, which 
leads to violent ignition. NaClO4 behaves similarly to LiClO4, but its size 
is larger and melting-decomposition temperature difference is smaller 
than LiClO4, thus there is less time for melted NaClO4 to surround/wet B 
nanoparticles before decomposition, resulting in less vigorous ignition. 
KClO4 is significantly different than either LiClO4 or NaClO4, as its 
decomposition and melting are concurrent, which means that most of 
oxidant release occurs in the proximity of B but not necessarily in inti-
mate contact with B, and only those B nanoparticles with intimate 
contact with KClO4 initially are oxidized efficiently, leading to a barely 
visible ignition event. This likely is the reason why KClO4 appears to be a 
poor oxidizer for B. Ignition behavior difference among B/iodates can be 
explained in the same manner, where LiIO3 and NaIO3 melt and wet the 
B nanoparticles before decomposing and result in more violent ignition 
than KIO3, which melts and decomposes concurrently. Although the 
particles synthesized from ASP for KIO3 are slightly larger than LiIO3 
and NaIO3, as shown in Figure S6, the ignition behaviors with B are far 
too different to be explained by the particle size difference. 

Ignition of B/XClO4 and B/XIO3 (X = Li or Na) may also be further 
facilitated by the added complexity of the interaction between melted 
B2O3 and XClO4 or XIO3. Nanoscale B has native B2O3 shell that melts at 
450 ◦C [9], a temperature that is above the melting temperature, but 
below the decomposition temperature of XClO4 and XIO3, suggesting 
that both the oxide shell and XClO4 or XIO3 are melted before the 
oxidizer decomposition. It is likely that the liquid perchlorates or iodates 

are partially miscible with melted B2O3, so the liquid B2O3 is partially 
dissolved into the liquid perchlorates or iodates before the decomposi-
tion of these oxidizers. This means that the thickness of liquid barrier 
that retards the B oxidation is reduced and diffusion of oxygen to the 
boron core or boron to the oxide surface is enhanced, leading to a more 
violent ignition. While for B/KClO4 and B/KIO3, this effect is negligible 
since KClO4 and KIO3 have a minimum window between melting and 
decomposing. These effects are summarized in Fig. 7. 

4. Conclusions 

This study investigates the role of alkali metal perchlorate and iodate 
type on the ignition behavior of nanoscale B. B/XClO4 and B/XIO3 (X =
Li or Na) composites ignite in atmospheric pressure argon while B/ 
KClO4 and B/KIO3 do not. T-Jump TOFMS demonstrates that when B is 
added, there is a dramatic increase of Cl-containing and I-containing 
species from XClO4 and XIO3 than KClO4 and KIO3, respectively, which 
is attributed to the higher amount of heat released from the ignition 
reaction. TGA/DSC analysis reveals that there is an interval of ~ 225 ◦C 
and ~ 75 ◦C between the melting point and decomposition onset of 
LiClO4 and NaClO4 respectively, whereas KClO4 melts and decomposes 
concurrently. Similarly, LiIO3 and NaIO3 decompose ~ 95 ◦C and ~ 
80 ◦C after melting, respectively, while KIO3 melts and decomposes at 
about the same temperature, A mechanism emphasizing the difference 
between melting and decomposition of the oxidizers is proposed to 
explain the difference in ignition behavior among the B/metal salt-based 
oxidizer composites. For B/XClO4 and B/XIO3, the larger interval be-
tween melting and decomposition renders more time for the oxidizer to 
melt and surround/wet the nanoscale B before decomposing, providing 
instant access to oxidant for B nanoparticles that results in vigorous 
ignition. While for B/KClO4 and B/KIO3, only B nanoparticles that are in 
intimate contact with KClO4 or KIO3 particles have access to oxygen 
upon the oxidizer decomposition, resulting in a less likely ignition event. 
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